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(57) A hardness test method includes a measure-
ment step of forming an indent by indenting a surface of
a sample with an indenter loaded with a predetermined
load and detecting a displacement quantity of the indent-
er and a test force loaded on the indenter at a time of
forming the indent to measure an indentation curve, a
work load calculation step of calculating a work load by

plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation
curve obtained by the measurement step, and an esti-
mation calculation step of calculating an estimation (HVe)
of Vickers hardness by using the work load (Wp), calcu-
lated at the work load calculation step, and a previously
determined coefficient K in conformity with HVe =
(K/Wp)2.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a hardness test method, a hardness tester, and a computer-readable storage
medium storing a program.
[0002] Conventionally, an indentation hardness tester, such as a Vickers hardness tester, for evaluating and measuring
the hardness of a sample on the basis of an indent formed by indenting an indenter, loaded with a predetermined load
thereon, on a surface of the sample has been known (see, for example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Pub-
lication No. 2005-326169).
[0003] Moreover, a test method called nanoindentation (instrumentation indentation test) has been known, which
method continuously measures a test force (a force loaded on an indenter) F and an indentation depth (a displacement
quantity of an indenter) h to obtain a mechanical property of a material by analyzing an obtained indentation curve (F-
h curve) in an indentation process in place of the observation of an indent formed after indentation, (see, for example,
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 2009-47427).
[0004] The nanoindentation is effective as an evaluation method of a material the indent observation of which is difficult
by a primary factor, such as a small size of an indent. Consequently, the nanoindentation is noticed to be suitable for
the evaluation of the mechanical properties of a plastic and a thin film material, which are construction materials indis-
pensable for various machines and structures.
[0005] For the nanoindentation, International Standard ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 14577
regulates the parameter of hardness called indentation hardness HIT, and the cases of using the indentation hardness
HIT for the evaluation of a thin film material and the like have recently increased. The indentation hardness HIT is treated
as a value having a correlation with the Vickers hardness.
[0006] Here, the analysis method of the indentation hardness HIT that is regulated by the ISO 14577 is shown.
[0007] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an F-h curve. The ordinate axis thereof indicates a test force F, and the
abscissa axis thereof indicates an indentation depth h.
[0008] The indentation hardness HIT is defined by the following formula (1) as a value obtained by dividing the maximum
test force (set test force) Fmax by the contact projected area Ap(hc) of a sample of an indenter at the time of the maximum
indentation. 

[0009] Then, for example, the contact projected area Ap(hc) is expressed as the following formula (2) from the geometric
shape of the Berkovich indenter. 

[0010] Moreover, hc is called contact depth, and is expressed by the following formula (3) by using the maximum
indentation depth hmax, and an intersection point hr of a tangential line of the initial part of a load unloading curve and
an indentation depth axis. 

[0011] The aforesaid analysis method of the indentation hardness HIT regulated by the ISO 14577 is a technique
proposed by Oliver and Phart, and it was ascertained by their research that there was a correlation between the indentation
hardness HIT and the Vickers hardness HV.
[0012] However, the samples that they used in their research were ones each having a strong tendency of plastic
behavior, such as a metal, and ones each expressing a deformation in which an elastic deformation and a plastic
deformation were mixed, i.e. ones clearly expressing elastoplastic behavior, such as fused silica, and they did not
examine the materials each having a strong tendency of showing the elastic behavior, such as a rubber material and
an amorphous material. In the nanoindentation including also the materials each having a strong tendency of showing
the elastic behavior as objects, it is difficult to treat the indentation hardness HIT regulated in the ISO 14577 as being
equivalent to the Vickers hardness HV.
[0013] For example, FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a relation between the indentation hardness HIT and the Vickers
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hardness HV of copper, beryllium copper (Cu-Be), tool steel (SK85), fused silica, acrylic resin, polypropylene (PP), and
a diamond-like carbon (DLC) film. The ordinate axis thereof indicates the indentation hardness HIT, and the abscissa
axis thereof indicates the Vickers hardness HV.
[0014] The straight line in FIG. 8 expresses the indentation hardness HIT and the Vickers hardness HV by the following
formula (4) by using a coefficient C. 

[0015] To put it concretely, the straight line in FIG. 8 expresses the formula (4) when the coefficient C1 is set to 1.25.
In addition, as the reasons why the coefficient C1 is not 1 (HIT ≠ HV), for example, some causes, such as a point of using
a projected area, not a surface area, for the calculation of indentation hardness HIT; causes of errors peculiar to the
nanoindentation, such as a tip shape of an indenter and a surface detection error; and the like, can be considered. In
any event, it can be said that the values of the indentation hardness HIT and the Vickers hardness HV of the samples
other than the DLC film have a correlation, although the values are not equal.
[0016] On the other hand, the values of the indentation hardness HIT and the Vickers hardness HV of the DLC film
greatly deviate from the straight line, and the fact indicates that the treatment of the indentation hardness HIT as being
equivalent to the Vickers hardness HV in the regulation of the ISO 14577 has a problem for the DLC film.
[0017] That is, the technique for obtaining a value corresponding to the Vickers hardness HV in the nanoindentation
is not established in the case where the rubber material, the amorphous material, or the like is used as a sample.
[0018] It is an object of the present invention to provide a hardness test method, a hardness tester, and a computer-
readable storage medium storing a program that can obtain an estimation of Vickers hardness, which estimation is a
value corresponding to the Vickers hardness, in nanoindentation.
[0019] In order to achieve the object, according to a first aspect of the present invention, a hardness test method is
provided which hardness test method includes the steps of:

forming an indent by indenting a surface of a sample with an indenter loaded with a predetermined load and detecting
a displacement quantity of the indenter and a test force loaded on the indenter at a time of forming the indent to
measure an indentation curve;
calculating a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation curve obtained by the step of
forming the indent; and
calculating an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness by using the work load (Wp), calculated at the step of calculating
the work load, and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity with 

[0020] Preferably, the sample is made of a material selected from the group consisting of a diamondlike carbon, a
silicon rubber, and a natural rubber.
[0021] According to a second aspect of the present invention, a hardness tester for forming an indent by indenting a
surface of a sample with an indenter loaded with a predetermined load is provided which hardness tester includes:

a measurement section to measure an indentation curve by detecting a displacement quantity of the indenter and
a test force loaded on the indenter at a time of forming the indent;
a work load calculation section to calculate a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation
curve obtained by the measurement section; and
an estimation calculation section to calculate an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness by using the work load (Wp),
calculated by the work load calculation section, and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity with 

[0022] According to a third aspect of the present invention, a computer-readable storage medium is provided which
computer-readable storage medium stores a program for making a computer function as:
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a measurement section to measure an indentation curve by forming an indent by indenting a surface of a sample
with an indenter loaded with a predetermined load, and by detecting a displacement quantity of the indenter and a
test force loaded on the indenter at a time of forming the indent;
a work load calculation section to calculate a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation
curve obtained by the measurement section; and
an estimation calculation section to calculate an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness by using the work load (Wp),
calculated by the work load calculation section, and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity with 

[0023] According to the present invention, after measuring an indentation curve, awork load by plastic deformation
(Wp) is calculated from an area of the indentation curve, and an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness is calculated by
using the calculated work load (Wp) and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity with a relational formula:
HVe = (K/Wp)2.
[0024] Because a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) is a value having a correlation with Vickers hardness inde-
pendent of the type of a sample, an estimation (HVe) of the Vickers hardness, which estimation is a value corresponding
to the Vickers hardness (HV) can be obtained in nanoindentation including materials showing remarkable elastic behavior,
such as a rubber material and an amorphous material, as objects.
[0025] Examples of hardness testers and methods will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which:-

FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing a hardness tester according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a control configuration of the hardness tester of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a diagram for describing a method of calculating a work load by plastic deformation Wp;
FIG. 4A is an example of an indentation curve obtained by measuring copper;
FIG. 4B is anexample of an indentation curve obtained by measuring beryllium copper;
FIG. 4C is an example of an indentation curve obtained by measuring tool steel;
FIG. 4D is an example of an indentation curve obtained by measuring fused silica;
FIG. 4E is an example of an indentation curve obtained by measuring an acrylic resin;
FIG. 4F is an example of an indentation curve obtained by measuring a polypropylene;
FIG. 4G is an example of an indentation curve obtained by measuring a DLC film;
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a relation between a work load by plastic deformation Wp and Vickers hardness HV;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart for describing a hardness test method by the hardness tester of FIG. 1;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing an indentation curve; and
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a relation between indentation hardness HIT and Vickers hardness HV.

[0026] In the following, ahardness tester and a hardness test method according to an embodiment of the present
invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0027] A hardness tester 100 of the present embodiment is an instrumented indentation test machine capable of
continuously monitoring a test force to be given to an indenter 3 and an indentation depth of the indenter 3.
[0028] Moreover, the hardness tester 100 of the present embodiment can use, for example, a DLC, a silicon rubber,
a natural rubber, and the like as a sample S. That is, the hardness tester 100 can measure an evaporated film; a thin
film of a semiconductor material or the like; a surface treated layer; various plastics; various rubbers; microfilaments;
brittle materials, such as a glass and a ceramic; micro-electronic parts, and the like.
[0029] The hardness tester 100 is equipped with a hardness tester main body 1, to which, for example, a control
section 10 and each constituent member are provided to be arranged therein as shown in FIGs. 1 and 2. The tester
main body 1 is composed of an XYZ stage 2 to move the sample S in X, Y, and Z directions, a load lever 4 including
the indenter 3 forming an indent on the sample S at one end thereof, a load loading section 5 to load (give) a predetermined
load (test force) to the load lever 4, a displacement gauge 6 to detect a displacement quantity of the indenter 3, a
photographing section 7 to photograph an indent or the like formed on the surface of the sample S, a display section 8,
an operation section 9, and the like.
[0030] The XYZ stage 2 is configured to move into the X, Y, and Z directions (i.e. horizontal direction and vertical
direction) in conformity with a control signal input from the control section 10, and the sample S is adapted in such a
way that the position thereof to the indenter 3 is adjusted by the movements thereof into front, back, right, left, upper,
and lower directions by the XYZ stage 2.
[0031] Moreover, the XYZ stage 2 holds the sample S on the sample hold stand 2a lest the sample S placed on the
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top surface thereof should shifts during test measurement.
[0032] The indenter 3 is an indenter used for hardness tests by indent formation, such as, Berkovich, Vickers, Knoop,
and Brinell hardness tests. When the indenter 3 is indented on the surface of the sample S by being loaded with a
predetermined load, the indenter 3 forms an indent (impression) on the surface of the sample S.
[0033] The load lever 4 is, for example, formed in almost a rod, and is fixed on a pedestal at almost the central part
through a cross spring 4a.
[0034] At one end of the load lever 4, the indenter 3 is provided, which indenter 3 is provided in a freely touchable
and detachable state to the sample S from above the sample S placed on the hold stand 2a and is pressed against the
surface of the sample S to form an indent on the surface of the sample S.
[0035] Moreover, at the other end of the load lever 4, a force coil 5a, constituting the load loading section 5, is provided.
[0036] The load loading section 5 is, for example, a force motor, and is composed of the force coil 5a attached to the
load lever 4, a fixed magnet 5b fixed to be opposed to the force coil 5a, and the like.
[0037] The load loading section 5, for example, rotates the load lever 4 by using a force as a drive force which force
is generated by the electromagnetic induction generated by the magnetic field generated by the fixed magnet 5b in a
gap of the load loading section 5 and the current flowing through the force coil 5a set in the gap in conformity with a
control signal input from the control section 10. Consequently, the end of the load lever 4 on the side of the indenter 3
inclines downward, and the indenter 3 is indented on the sample S.
[0038] The displacement gauge 6 is, for example, a capacitance type displacement sensor, and is composed of a
movable pole plate 6a provided to the end of the load lever 4 on the side of the indenter 3, a fixed pole plate 6b fixed to
be opposed to the movable pole plate 6a, and the like.
[0039] The displacement gauge 6, for example, detects a change of the electrostatic capacity between the movable
pole plate 6a and the fixed pole plate 6b, and then detects the displacement quantity by which the indenter 3 has moved
at the time of forming an indent on the sample S (the indentation depth when the indenter 3 is indented into the sample
S). The displacement gauge 6 thereby outputs a displacement signal based on the detected displacement quantity to
the control section 10.
[0040] In addition, although the capacitance type displacement sensor has been illustrated as the displacement gauge
6, the displacement gauge 6 is not limited to this type, but, for example, an optical displacement sensor or an eddy
current displacement sensor may be used.
[0041] The photographing section 7 is, for example, equipped with a camera and the like, and, for example, photographs
an indent and the like formed on the surface of the sample S by the indenter 3 on the sample hold stand 2a in conformity
with a control signal input from the control section 10.
[0042] The display section 8 is, for example, a liquid display panel, and performs display processing of a surface image
of the sample S photographed by the photographing section 7, various test results, and the like in conformity with a
control signal input from the control section 10.
[0043] The operation section 9 is, for example, an operation key group, such as a keyboard. When the operation
section is operated by a user, the operation section outputs an operation signal accompanying the operation to the
control section 10. In addition, the operation section 9 may be equipped with the other operation devices, such as a
pointing device, such as a mouse and a touch panel, and a remote controller.
[0044] The operation section 9 is operated in the case where a user performs an instruction input for performing a
hardness test of the sample S, in the case where the user sets a test force, i.e. a load, to be loaded on the indenter 3,
and in the other cases.
[0045] The control section 10 is composed of a central processing unit (CPU) 11, a random access memory (RAM)
12, a storage section 13, and the like, and is connected to the XYZ stage 2, the load loading section 5, the displacement
gauge 6, the photographing section 7, the display section 8, the operation section 9, and the like through a system bus
and the like.
[0046] The CPU 11, for example, performs various pieces of control processing in conformity with various processing
programs for a hardness tester, stored in the storage section 13.
[0047] The RAM 12 is provided with, for example, a program storage region for expanding a processing program to
be executed by the CPU 11 and the like; a data storage region for storing input data, a processing result generated at
the time of the execution of a processing program, and the like.
[0048] The storage section 13 stores, for example, a system program executable in the hardness tester 100, various
processing programs executable on the system program, the data to be used at the time of executing the various
processing programs, the data of various processing results of the operation processing by the CPU 11, and the like.
In addition, the programs are stored in the storage section 13 in the form of computer readable program codes.
[0049] To put it concretely, the storage section 13 stores, for example, a coefficient data storage section 131, a
measurement program 132, a work load calculation program 133, an estimation calculation program 134, and the like.
[0050] The coefficient data storage section 131 stores, for example, a coefficient K, which has been set and registered
in advance by a user. The coefficient K is a predetermined constant satisfying a formula (6) to be described later, and
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is obtained by a user beforehand and is previously registered.
[0051] To put it concretely, for example, as for several samples, such as fused silica, tool steel, beryllium copper, and
copper, their Vickers hardness HV and work loads (Wplastic: hereinafter referred to Wp) by plastic deformation in
conformity with a formula (5) to be described later in a certain test force are obtained, and the obtained two values are
applied to a formula (8) to be described later. The thus obtained value can be used as the coefficient K.
[0052] Moreover, different values of the coefficient K are used correspondingly to the test forces loaded on the indenter
3. If the values of the coefficient K are once registered, the operation of setting and registering the values again is
unnecessary.
[0053] The measurement program 132 is, for example, a program for enabling the CPU 11 to realize the function of
detecting the displacement quantity of the indenter 3 and the test force loaded on the indenter 3 at the time of forming
an indent to measure an indentation curve.
[0054] To put it concretely, when the CPU 11 receives, for example, an input of an operation signal instructing the
performance of measurement from the operation section 9, the CPU 11 controls the load loading section 5 to give a
predetermined test force to the sample S placed on the sample hold stand 2a. Then, the CPU 11, for example, continuously
measures an indentation depth on the sample S of the indenter 3 at the time of forming the indent, and a test force at
the time of forming the indent, and measures a test force-indentation depth curve (indentation curve) as shown in FIG. 3.
[0055] To put it more concretely, first, when the sample S is placed on the sample hold stand 2a and an operation
signal is input, the CPU 11 outputs a control signal to the load loading section 5, and rotates the load lever 4 by using
a force generated by electromagnetic induction of a magnetic field generated in the gap by the fixed magnet 5b of the
load loading section 5 and a current flowing through the force coil 5a set in the gap, as a drive force. Thereby, the end
of the load lever 4 on the side of the indenter 3 inclines downward, and the indenter 3 forms an indent on the sample S.
[0056] At the time of forming an indent, the load to be loaded on the indenter 3 is gradually increased until the test
force reaches a set maximum test force (load loading step). The test force loaded on the indenter 3 is increased as
shown in a load loading curve of FIG. 3 at the load loading step, and thereby the indentation depth of the indenter 3 to
the sample S also increases.
[0057] Next, when the CPU 11 judges that the load loaded on the indenter 3 reaches the maximum test force, the
CPU 11 controls the supply quantity of the current to the drive coil to operate the load loading section 5, and thereby
gradually decreases the load loaded on the indenter 3 (load unloading step). In the load unloading step, the test force
loaded on the indenter 3 is decreased as shown in the load unloading curve of FIG. 3, and the indent depth of the indenter
3 to the sample S is also decreased.
[0058] FIGs. 4A-4G severally show an example of the indentation curves of the results of the measurements of copper,
beryllium copper (Cu-Be), tool steel (SK85), fused silica, acrylic resin, polypropylene (PP), and a DLC film.
[0059] The CPU 11 functions as a measurement section by executing the measurement program 132.
[0060] The work load calculation program 133 is, for example, a program for enabling the CPU 11 to realize the function
of calculating the work load by plastic deformation Wp from the area of the indentation curve obtained by the execution
of the measurement program 132.
[0061] Here, as shown in FIG. 3, the mechanical work load (Wtotal: hereinafter referred to as Wt) generated during
the indentation of the indenter 3 to the sample S, a work load (Welastic: hereinafter referred to as We) generated by the
elastic deformation occupying the mechanical work load (Wt), and the work load by plastic deformation Wp can be
obtained from the indentation curve as follows.
[0062] Wt = an area of a part enclosed by a curve passing through the points B and G, and a point H
[0063] Wp = an area of a part enclosed by a curve passing through the points B, G, and J
[0064] We = an area of a part enclosed by a curve passing through the points J and G, and a point H
[0065] Moreover, each work (Wt, Wp, We), i.e. the area of each part, is expressed by the sum of the product of a test
force and an indentation depth in a minute interval of the indentation depth as the following formula (5). 

[0066] The CPU 11 executes the operation of the formula (5) by executing the work load calculation program 133 to
calculate the area enclosed by the curve passing through the points B, G, and J in the indentation curve, i.e. the work
load by plastic deformation Wp.
[0067] The CPU 11 functions as a work load calculation section by executing the work load calculation program 133.
[0068] The estimation calculation program 134 is, for example, a program for enabling the CPU 11 to realize the
function of calculating an estimate value (HVestimation: hereinafter referred to HVe) of the Vickers hardness by using
the work load (Wp) calculated by the execution of the work load calculation program 133 and the previously determined
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coefficient K in conformity with the following formula (6). 

[0069] To put it concretely, the CPU 11 calculates the estimation (HVe) of the Vickers hardness by executing the
operation of the formula (6) by using the work load by plastic deformation Wp calculated by the operation of the formula
(5), and the coefficient K previously set and registered in the coefficient data storage section 131.
[0070] The CPU 11 functions as an estimation calculation section by executing the estimation calculation program 134.
[0071] Here, how the formula (6) has been introduced is described.
[0072] In the formula (5), when a certain test force isloaded, the work load by plastic deformation Wp is in proportion
to the depth of the plastic deformation, i.e. the depth h of an indent.
[0073] Because the indent area A in a Vickers test is in proportion to the square of the deformation depth, the following
formula (7) comes into effect among a certain coefficient C2, the work load by plastic deformation Wp, and the indent
area A. 

[0074] Furthermore, because the Vickers hardness isobtained by dividing the test force F by the indent area A, the
following formula (8) comes into effect when the formula (7) is expressed by using the Vickers hardness HV. 

[0075] Then, if the Vickers hardness HV of the formula (8) is replaced with the estimation HVe of the Vickers hardness
HV, the formula (6) comes into effect. 

[0076] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a relation between the work load by plastic deformation Wp and the Vickers
hardness HV values obtained by analyzing the indentation curve of FIGs. 4A-4G. In FIG. 5, the ordinate axis indicates
the work load by plastic deformation Wp, and the abscissa axis indicates the Vickers hardness HV.
[0077] Moreover, the straight line of FIG. 5 expresses the work load by plastic deformation Wp and the Vickers hardness
HV with the formula (8) by using the coefficient K.
[0078] From FIG. 5, it is known that there is a correlation between the work load by plastic deformation Wp and the
Vickers hardness HV to all of the samples S including the DLC film.
[0079] That is, it is known that the work load by plastic deformation Wp is effective if used at the time of evaluating
the correlation with the Vickers hardness HV.
[0080] FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing a hardness test method by the hardness tester 100.
[0081] First, at Step S1, the CPU 11 judges whether or not a user has instructed to perform the hardness test of the
sample S by an operation of the operation section 9. When the CPU 11 judges that the user does not instruct (Step S1:
No), the CPU 11 repeats the processing at Step S1.
[0082] On the other hand, if the CPU 11 judges that the user has instructed (Step S1: Yes), the CPU 11 measures
an indentation curve by executing the measurement program 132 at the succeeding Step S2.
[0083] Next, at Step S3, the CPU 11 calculates the work load by plastic deformation Wp form the indentation curve
by executing the work load calculation program 133.
[0084] Next, at Step S4, the CPU 11 calculates the estimation HVe of the Vickers hardness HV by using the work
load by plastic deformation Wp and the previously determined coefficient K by executing the estimation calculation
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program 134, and ends the present processing.
[0085] As described above, according to the hardness tester 100 and the hardness test method of the present em-
bodiment, after measuring an indentation curve, the work load by plastic deformation Wp is calculated from the area of
the indentation curve, and the estimation HVe of the Vickers hardness HV is calculated by using the calculated work
load Wp and the previously determined coefficient K in conformity with the relational formula: HVe = (K/Wp)2.
[0086] Because the work load by plastic deformation Wp is a value having a correlation with the Vickers hardness HV
even in the case where the DLC film and the like are used as samples, the estimation HVe of the Vickers hardness HV,
which is a value corresponding to the Vickers hardness HV, can be obtained in nanoindentation including the materials
expressing remarkable elastic behavior, such as a rubber material and an amorphous material, as objects.
[0087] Moreover, according to the hardness tester 100 and the hardness test method of the present embodiment, the
sample S is made of a diamondlike carbon, a silicon rubber, or a natural rubber.
[0088] Consequently, the hardness tester 100 can measure an evaporated film; a thin film made of a semiconductor
material or the like; a surface treated layer; various plastics; various rubbers; brittle materials, such as a microfilament,
a glass, and a ceramic; micro electronic parts; and the like.
[0089] In addition, the present invention is not limited to the embodiment described above, but can suitably be changed
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
[0090] For example, the hardness tester may be configured to move the indenter axis into the axial direction thereof
by a drive force generated by supplying a drive current to the drive coil.

Claims

1. A hardness test method, comprising the steps of:

forming an indent by indenting a surface of a sample with an indenter loaded with a predetermined load and
detecting a displacement quantity of the indenter and a test force loaded on the indenter at a time of forming
the indent to measure an indentation curve;
calculating a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation curve obtained by the step
of forming the indent; and
calculating an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness by using the work load (Wp), calculated at the step of
calculating the work load, and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity with
HVe = (K/Wp)2.

2. The hardness test method according to claim 1, wherein
the sample is made of a material selected from the group consisting of a diamondlike carbon, a silicon rubber, and
a natural rubber.

3. A hardness tester for forming an indent by indenting a surface of a sample with an indenter loaded with a predeter-
mined load, the tester comprising:

a measurement section to measure an indentation curve by detecting a displacement quantity of the indenter
and a test force loaded on the indenter at a time of forming the indent;
a work load calculation section to calculate a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation
curve obtained by the measurement section; and
an estimation calculation section to calculate an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness by using the work load
(Wp), calculated by the work load calculation section, and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity
with HVe = (K/Wp)2.

4. A computer-readable storage medium storing a program for enabling a computer to function as:

a measurement section to measure an indentation curve by forming an indent by indenting a surface of a sample
with an indenter loaded with a predetermined load, and by detecting a displacement quantity of the indenter
and a test force loaded on the indenter at a time of forming the indent;
a work load calculation section to calculate a work load by plastic deformation (Wp) from an area of an indentation
curve obtained by the measurement section; and
an estimation calculation section to calculate an estimation (HVe) of Vickers hardness by using the work load
(Wp), calculated by the work load calculation section, and a previously determined coefficient K in conformity with
HVe = (K/Wp)2.
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